
Below are 12 points of corroboration of the Steele dossier, some from latest intelligence leaks. (As the author of the New 
York Times best seller, Contract on America, Trump’s Russian Mob ties, noted below, are also of particular interest to me.). 

The former head of M16’s Moscow desk detailed meetings between top Trump and Putin aides, named, to arrange:  

 Trump would soften US policy on Ukraine. In exchange, Russia would hack and release material damaging to Clinton.1 

 Trump would work to remove sanctions against Russia if elected president.2 

 Putin would help elect Trump, and Trump would receive a 19% stake in Rosneft, the Russian oil conglomerate.3 The 
point person for this deal was Putin ally IGOR SECHIN, head of Rosneft, who met repeatedly with a Trump advisor.4 

The allegations of that 35-page intelligence dossier have been broadly supported by these developments: 

1. The dossier’s source was identified in January as Christopher Steele, the former head of the British M16’s Moscow 
bureau and a spy of impeccable credentials. He drew upon his “gold-plated” Moscow contacts for this dossier.5 

2. July 2016. In Moscow on July 7, Trump advisor Carter Page refuses to discuss Russian contacts on his trip.6 This aligns 
with the dossier report that he met then with SECHIN and Igor Diveykin.7 Diveykin’s portfolio includes US elections.8 

3. July. Trump reps soften an RNC platform plank on Ukraine. Days later, WikiLeaks releases hacked DNC emails.9 

4. Aug. 19. Paul Manafort resigns as Trump chair after news reports confirm Russian contacts and payoffs in the dossier.10 

5. Dec. 7. 19.5% of Rosneft is sold to two shell companies with untraceable ownership, one just formed on Dec. 5.11 

6. Dec. 8. Carter Page, the Trump advisor named in the dossier as brokering the 19% Rosneft deal, speaks to TASS 
while in Moscow. He admits meeting Rosneft executives there to talk about this sale of 19.5% of Rosneft.12 

7. Dec. 26. An ex-KGB chief, Oleg Erovinkin, a key liaison between Putin and SECHIN, is found murdered in the 
back of a car in Moscow. Erovinkin was believed to be a source for the dossier’s reports on Sechin meetings.13 

8. Jan. 2017. Four other believed sources for Steele, tied to US election hacking, are arrested by Russia for treason.14 

9. Feb. 10. Multiple US law enforcement and intelligence officials corroborate items of the Steele dossier to CNN.15 

10. Feb. 14. National Security Advisor Michael Flynn resigns after, contrary to his denials, leaks expose his phone calls in 
December 2016 with Russia’s US ambassador about sanctions relief.16 His Russian contacts were noted in the dossier. 

11. Feb. 14. Explosive reports by the NY Times and CNN of close ties between Trump aides and Russians throughout 
2016.17 Top Trump aides “were in constant communication during the campaign with Russians known to US 
intelligence, multiple current and former intelligence, law enforcement and administration officials tell CNN.”18 

12. Feb 10-15. Media reports detail cover-ups by Trump spokespeople on Russian contacts by Flynn, other Trump aides.19 

Pushback by Trump and aides on the allegations in the Steele Dossier: 

 At his first news conference on Jan. 12, Sean Spicer said that Trump “does not know” Carter Page.20 But Trump in 
March 2016 had named Page second among a select set of advisors,21 and Page reported several meetings with Trump.22 

 The dossier alleged that Trump’s lawyer and right-hand man, Michael Cohen, met with Kremlin envoys in Prague in 
the last week of August or first week of September 2016 to coordinate Trump-Russian efforts.23 Cohen vehemently 
denied this.24 In view of the daily unraveling of lies about other Trump Russian contacts, his alibis are dubious: 

o Curiously, Cohen authenticated a late August trip to California, but offered no such specifics for early September.25 

o In a videochat session, Cohen flashed pages of his passport to a reporter but did not allow scrutiny of it.26 That 
videochat showed trips summer/fall 2016 to Paris and elsewhere within the 26 Schengen countries that allow free 
internal travel, i.e. to Prague.27 In my encounters, those waving pages at me without allowing review were frauds. 

o Cohen gained notoriety in 2016 for spinning two outrageous lies28 and for obscene and violent rants to reporters.29 

o Cohen has offered four contradictory stories within days regarding the recent New York Times report of his dealing 
with a notorious Russian Mob-linked multiple felon also close to Trump on a Ukrainian proposal delivered to 
Michael Flynn (Washington Monthly, Feb 23, 2017, “Mobbed Up?”, http://washingtonmonthly.com/2017/02/23/mobbed-up/; Business 
Insider, Feb 21, 2017, “Trump's lawyer has told 4 different stories about the Russia-Ukraine 'peace plan' debacle,” 

http://www.businessinsider.com/trump-lawyer-michael-cohen-russia-ukraine-peace-plan-2017-2.)  
o As lies about Trump-Russia contacts unravel, the unsourced rumor that some other Michael Cohen of his same 

birth year went to Prague per the dossier30 is increasingly fishy. Surely then fronting for some other Donald Trump! 

o Konstanin Kosachev was named in the dossier as a likely contact of Cohen in Prague.31 A Russian senator close to 
Putin, he had in fact made pointed statements to Russian media critical of Obama and supportive of Trump.32 

Trump’s longstanding ties to Russian money and the Russian underworld. 



 In 2008, Trump’s son Donald Jr. told a real estate conference, “Russians make up a pretty disproportionate cross-
section of a lot of our assets.”34 He added, “We see a lot of money pouring in from Russia.”33 Sources on the 
longstanding role of Russian money, some underworld linked, in Trump businesses are cited at campaignwatch.org. 

 Notable was Trump’s close association through 2010 with Felix Sater, who dropped in at Trump Tower in July 2016 for 
a “confidential” visit.35 At a 2007 property opening, Trump stood on the dais with Sater, a partner in the project.36 In 
2010, Sater had an office in Trump tower and a business card listing him as a “senior advisor to Donald Trump.”37 
They traveled together with family members in Colorado and Moscow.38 Sater, the son of a reputed Russian Mob boss, 
was jailed for stabbing a broken glass into a commodity broker’s face.39 Another felony conviction was for a $40 
million, Mafia-linked stock fraud and money laundering scheme.40 Forbes recently uncovered emails and sworn 
statements “that indicate Sater was closer to Trump, his organization and his children than previously revealed.”41 

 But as with Russian liaison Carter Page, for example, who Trump named as an advisor in 2016 but did “not know” in 
2017,42 Trump suffered strange memory loss about the Mob-linked felon Sater. Trump repeatedly testified in court and 
told the press in recent years that he barely remembers Sater.43 In sworn testimony in 2013, Trump said he wouldn’t 
recognize him in the same room, making a similar statement to an AP reporter in 2015.44 The credibility gap between 
Steele, M16’s former Moscow chief, and Trump, who has consistently lied about Russian connections, is quite stark. 

 
UPDATE:  The New York Times reported on Feb. 19 that Trump’s attorney and right-hand man, Michael Cohen, and the 
Russian-Mob-linked Felix Sater met with a Putin-backed Ukrainian politician, Andrii Artemenko, to advance a proposal, 
reportedly backed by Putin aides, that could lead to US acceptance of Russia’s annexation of Crimea.45 It landed on the 
desk of Michael Flynn the week before he resigned.46 It came curiously from Trump business fronts, not diplomatic 
channels. But dropping US sanctions against Russia in return for releasing the promised 19% share of Rosneft to Trump 
would be just business. Artemenko is currently under investigation for treason by The Ukraine for his part in this 
proposal.47 
 
The well-supported allegations of the Steele Dossier, if confirmed, would clearly surpass the standard for impeachable 
offenses and constitute high treason. The US Congress must act with urgency to conduct a thorough probe of these alleged 
Trump-Russian dealings. Anything less would put this nation at grave peril.  
 
You can download this brief in PDF or Word format at campaignwatch.org/trump-russia. 
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